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November 19, 1981

Thefts Appall Students
Two second year students at
the Marshall-Wythe School of
Law got an unwelcome surprise
recently when they returned to
their seats in the law school
library after lunch. Jay Speer
and Ernie Reigel found portions
of their research and drafts for
their Appellate Advocacy briefs
had disappeared.
The disappearances have
prompted a warning from a
library official that students
should exercise caution in
leaving
their
materials
unattended.
Reigel was the first victim to
report his loss to Professor John
Pagan, the Appellate Advocacy
professor. The loss occurred
about three weeks ago.
"' I lost all my case citations,
notes on the cases and a couple
of pages of a rough, rough
draft ," Reigel said . He
explained that he was working in
a carrel on the ground floor of
the library on a weekday when
he decided to go to lunch about
12:30.
He said, as he reme11).bers, no
one else was working on that
floor when he left. When he
returned, less than an hour later,
" two entire legal pads with
nearly all my research were
gone, but photocopies of cases,
including photocopies of two
briefs filed in a case 1 was going
to use, were still there."
Reigel admits that he tipped a
. potential thief off about he
nature of his material because
he had a copy of the Appellate
Advocacy record as well as a
copy of the textbook for the class
in plain view with his material.
Reigel said he can 't imagine
Why anyone woula want to take
his research because ' ·the notes
were geared to my mind and
weren't in complete sentences."
Working from the photocopies
of cases which were not taken,
Riegel said he has been able to
reconstruct most of his
research. But, he added, "' It
really makes you discouraged
and lose a lot of interest in
working on the brief. "
Jay Speer said he felt like
someone had to have been
watching him when he went to

lunch Monday, November 2, and
left a second draft of his brief in
the library.
His draft copy was in a black
notebook which he put under
several textbooks and left on a
table on the first floor of the
library near the front windows.
When he returned an hour later,
about 12: 30, his entire notebook
and draft brief were gone but the
textbooks had not been taken.
Also in the notebook were
Speer's registration materials
for t he spring semester.
Speer called the theft " really
devious" and added that he has
not seen his black notebook
which has his name written on it
in severa l places. He said he was
lucky tha t he had his first draft
in another place and was able to
rewrite from that copy.
econd year student Chuck
Crum thought he was the latest
victim last aturday when a
folder with all his research notes
disappeared from a chair in the
new paper reading area of the
library on the first floor .
Crum aid when he decided to
go to the lounge for lunch about
11 o'c1ock that morning he forgot
that his folder was on the chair.
About four hours later, when
Crum came back to look for his
research notes , they were not on
the chair.
He immediately put a sign on
the bulletin board across from
the Student Bar Association
office on the first floor asking
that the folder be returned.
Crum said Sunday night he
received a call from another
second year student, Acie Allen,
that Crum 's folder had been
found in the S.B.A. office with
the :sign on top 01 n .
Crum said he is glad to have
all of his research back, but he
would like to know who returned
his folder . " It seems like an
innocent thing to me but I don 't
know why the finder didn't
identify himself," Crum added.
Professor Pagan said the
incidents have been .reported to
him and he has passed the word
along to Dean William Spong
and the Acting Assistant Dean
for Administration Colonel
Richard Walck .
Please see page two
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Marshall-Wythe Sweeps
Regionals
Again!
with the names of.the members
For the second year in a row ,
of , the winning team . In
teams from Marshall-Wythe
Marshall-Wythe ' s sweep of
placed first and second in the
every award at the competition ,
Regional Round of the ational
Nevin, O' Mahony and Russell
Moot Court Competition. The
won the best brief award, a
unprecedented results of last
pewter tray to be inscribed with
year's regional competition in
their names and to be kept by the
Richmond established Marshalllaw school for one year. Robbie
Wythe as a power to be reckoned
Colton won lhe award for the
with. This year all doubters were
best speaker in the Final Round.
silenced, as the teams of Scott
Colton received a silver bowl
Caulkins, Robbie Colton and
from the American College of
Jack Sharpe (Team "A") and
Trial
Lawyers
for
her
John Nevin, Kevin O'Mahony
outstanding performance.
and Karen Russell (Team " B")
culminated three days of oral
The Final Round was judged
arguments by facing each other
by the Hon. John D. Bulzner, Jr.,
in the finals at 2 : 15 Sunday
United States Court of Appeals
afternoon in the Marshall-Wythe
for the Fourth Circuit, the Hon .
Moot Court Room.
Harry L. Carrico Chief Justice,
The Supreme Court of Virginia,
Colton and Sharpe won the
the Hon. Robert R. Mehrige, the
tournament by defeating Nevin,
United States District Court for
O'Mahony and Russell Caulkins,
the Eastern District of Virginia,
before an overflow crowd. Those
and
the Hon . James C. Turk , the
students and faculty members
United States District Court for
unable to obtain a seat in the
the Western District of Virginia.
Moot Court Room viewed the
A fifth judge, the Hon. Richard
Final Round on close circuit
B Kellam , United Sates District
television. Ordinarily, the too
COurt for the Eastern District of
two teams in each of the fourteen
Virginia , was also expected to'
regions advance to the national
judge the Final Round, however
finals in
ew York City ,
Judge Kellam went to the old
however a rule forbidding two
law school building and the Final
teams from the same school to
Round began without him.
attend the national competition
will again prevent MarshallThe team of Caulkins, Colton
Wythe from sending two teams
and Sharpe advanced to the
to ew York City.
finals by defeating Virginia" A" ,
Kentucky " B", Richmond " A"
Both teams received Lewis F .
and Virginia " A". 'rhe team of
Powell , Jr. medallions for
Nevin, O' Mahony and Russell
reaching the final round. In
defeated Duke "B", UNC " A",
addition, the school will receive
Richmond " B" and Duke " A"
possession of a pewter bowl for
Because of the national rules
one year which will be inscribed

Duke " A" will advance to' the
nationals along with William and
Mary " A" . The National
Competition will be held on
January 12·15 at The House of
the Association of the Bar of The
City of New York.

Vehko Recieves
Supreme Court
Clerkship

Jane 1". Vehko , 'MarshallWythe alumna 1981, has been
offered a clerkship with
Supreme Court Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor. Her appointment
will begin July 1, 1982 and
continue for one calendar year.
During her tenure at MarshallWythe, Jane served as editor-inchief of the William and Mary
Law Review . Upon graduation,
she received the Webber
Diploma given lo the student
who the faculty deems to have
the greatest professional
promise.

•

Recent Cases In the Supreme Court
Analysis by Professor Frederick F. Schauer
The frrst of two installments
In some respects the presence
of a new Justice, Sandra Day
O'Connor is the IT. ,<;t significant
facet of the Supteme Court's
1981 Term . There are few cases
on the docket of major
importance, and certainly none
with the potential impact of
some that have been decided in
recent years, such as those
dealing with affirmative action,
abortion, and conscription of
women. There are, however,
several cases of interest in
constitutional law, particularly
those dealing with freedom of
religion, free speech, and equal
protection.
Perhaps the most important
freedom of religion case is
Widmar v. Vincent (80-689),
which has just been argued
before the court. The University
of Missouri allowed use of the
student center for all kinds of
organizations and programs, but
prohibited religious worship and
religiom;
teaching.
In
determining whether this

exclusion is constitutionally
permissible, the Court will once
again have to grapple with the
conflicting manda.tes of the
Establishment Clause and the
Free Exercise Clause. If state
facilities are used for religious
worship and teaching, then it
can be argued that the state is
financing
and
promoting
religion in violation of the
Establishment Clause. But if
facilities otherwise available to
all are denied to religion, then it
is possible that Free Exercise of
Religion, as well as freedom of
speech , is being infringed.
Because this same problem
arises in connection not only
with universities, but also with
any public facility , the decision
could have wide impact.
Moreover, the decision will give
the Court the opportunity to
clarify the definition of a pulbic
forum for free speech purposes,
because the free speech aspects
of Widmar will force the Court to
decide whether the student

center is a public forum, and
therefore available to all, or part
of the limited instructional
facilities of the university, and
therefore subject to much
greater control.
Freedom of religion is also at
issue . in two companion cases,
GQldsboro Church Schools v.
United States (81-1) and Bob
Jones University v. United
States (81-3). Both of these cases
involve revocation of charity
status under Section 501(c)(3) of
the Internal Revenue Code,
because
the
schools
discriminated in some way
against members of minority
groups. Once again the conflict
between the two religion clauses
looms large. The schools claim
that ' their discrimination is
based on religious doctrine, and
therefore denial of an exemption
otherwise available is a
restriction on the free exercise
of religion, as well as inhibiting
religion in violation of the
Establishment Clause. But on

the other side it is argued that
there are Establishment Clause
problems with supporting
conduct by a religious group that
would not be supported if the
school were not religious in
nature.
Several cases before the Court
raise important free speech
issues. In Board of Education,
Island Trees School District v.
Pico (80-2043), the Court will
finally deal with an issue that
has spawned a large amount of
litigation in the lower courts in
recent years, the removal of
books from school libraries by
school boards because those
books are in some way felt to be
harmful or offensive. Because
school boards are responsible
for schools, and because all
libraries must use content as a
basis for selecting books, this is
not so clearly a case of
unconstitutional content
regulation as many have
supposed. But because normal
responsibility for day to day

book selection rests with the
librarian and not with the school
board, it is argued that school
board removal of books already
selected and on the shelves is a
special case. The decision in this
case will likely have import with
respect to libraries in general,
and to the even broader question
of whether there is such a thing
as an independent right to
academic freedom , a concept
common in popular discourse,
but hard to find in Supreme
Court doctrine.
Academic freedom is also at
issue in Princeton University v.
Schmid (80-1575). Princeton, a
private university, had excluded
Schmid , a socialist, from
speaking on campus. The New
Jersey Supreme Court held that,
although Schmid did not have
federal constitutional rights to
speak on the private property of
another (see Hudgens v. NLRB,
424 U.S. 507 (1976» , he did have
such rights under the New
Please see page three
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No honor among thieves

Resu-m e the Resume

n

e
rsuggestions
The
response
on

to
my
interview
technique indicates that inspite
of the excellent efforts of the
placement
office,
more
information regarding
employment procedures will be
helpfuL I offer today a few hints
about resumes. Na turally this
advice is not directed toward the
hI,l.ppy few who have had to
resort to unlisted telephone
numbers to avoid annoying job
their
offers
interrupting
comtemplation of the law.
The purpose of resume is to'
get attention. Most of us can
manage a one page summary of
our lives that is about as
interesting to read as a
telephone directory or an
opinion by Mr. Justice-(No
specific disrespect by this kid, I
really do read the Legal Pro.
assignments). What the Madison
Avenue crowd refers to as a hook
is an essential element in a
successful resume. Some areas
amenable to modification
include :
FORM:
The
average
creativity of American law
students is amply demonstrated
by the endless succession of
neatly printed , buff-colored
resumes containing a stilted
semi-prose recitation of their
lives: achievements. One could
offer a poetic resume as an
alternative. I prefer the rythmic

style and melancholy tone of
Wilfred Owen. One of m y
contemporaries prefers to
mimic Ezra Pound but I contend
that most of the text is
incomprehensible. Although the
style should be comfortable to
the reader, Ogden Nash is
probably patronizing.
One might deviate from the
standard resume materials ,
brightly colored paper is
suggested.
One
of
my
acquaintences uses engraved
marble tablets, but the postage
is' rather high. The sUbsituttion
of blood for ink has been
suggested, as it illustrates ones
dedication to the law succinctly.
CONTENT:
There
are
innumerabh; possibilities in this
area
without
significant
departure from the usual form,
so this is coinmended to the less
adventurous . Consider for
example, the tenor of prior
experience. One should never
admit to spending a summer
pumping gas when one could say
they had participated in
regulation
of
interstate
commerce. If there is not an
extracurricular activity that
appeals to your resume' s
requirements, or those available
are too much work, simply form
your own. The Living for the
Law Society was created to fill
this sort of need and has to

\.etter to the Edit.o r

Disconcerting Changes
someone ~lse's work to help
This is from me, Larry Willis,
yourself do well. There is NO
in my capacity as a third-year
student. Things have changed in . way, however, tuunderstand the
sick mind that would call a
the time since August, 1979,
Professor in the middle of the
when I entered the old law
night and type into the
schooL We now have a new
telephone. Perhaps that is
building, we have two great
symbolic speech designed to
Moot Court teams (with many
protest
'legal
writing
laurels upon which to rest), and
assignments. I find it highly
in general a good, everoffensive, definitely illegal (a
improving- reputation.
Class 3 misdemeanor), and an
BUT, with the good seems to
example of the vindictiveness
have come the bad.
characterizes
an
In my first two years, I don 't - that
undesirable future attorney. I
recall hearing of even one
hope the caller will seek
student whose brief or memo
was stolen. In light of recent
professional counseling.
stories , that situation has
These grim thoughts aside,
and on a more positive note, I
changed dramatically. That
kind of cut-throat attitude has no
am confident that Art Gary will
prove to be a good spokesman
place in our law school. I would
like to see the thief or thieves
for the students, and I feel no
identified so that they can be
reluctance in turning the
removed from our profession
presidency over to him .
before they give lawyers an even
Marshall-Wythe is fortunate to
worse reputation.
have so many talented people.
In a theoretically distant way I
Larry Willis
can ' understand
stealing

recommend it the fact that it
never does anything and every
member is an officer.
GIMMICKS: This area is the
core of good ' advertising and
these suggestioins are offered
not as models but as grist for
your own imagination.
Print in faint red letters,
diagonally across the face of
your resume, "THIS IS NOT A
RESUME" . I'm informed that
the average hiring partner will
spend -ten minutes trying to
figure out what this mightsignify, and the resume remains
in front of him the whole time .
Add a statement to the effect
that you will take a summer job
for $50-week less than any other
candidate for the job. This is
denominated "the used car
approace." It's inverse, the
Thorstien Veiblin approach, is to
demand $5O-week more on the
implication that you must be
worth it or you wouldn't ask.
I hope some of this will be
helpful.

Thefts

Continued from page one
" Possibly one rough draft for
the first.assignment might have
disappeared, but that' s the
extent of the disappearances, "
Schmidt explained.
Associate Law Librarian Ed
Edmonds said he isn't surprised
abouttberecentdXsappearances
of student materials from the
library.
" Every fall semester for the
past eight years, which includes
when I was in law school and at
this library, students' outlines,
class notes and research turn up
missing, " Edmonds said.
Edmonds said because of the
sheer number of people working
on the same Appellate Advocacy
brief (more than 150 students) a
few cases reporters and bound
law review books are taking a
beating. Cases were cut out of at
least two reporters and one law
review bound volume fell apart,
Edmonds reported.
But Edmonds was quick to add
that he has been "Pleasantly
surprised" that only two cases
have been cut from case
reporters . Edmonds attributes
the slight loss to the availability
of photocopying machines in the
library.
Students do have a tendency
to, as Edmonds puts it,
" mislocate" books in the
library. In other words, studenl')
hide books or squirrel them

In case you haven't noticed. we seem to have a thief in our midst.
research and rough drafts for the second year Appellate Advocacy
problem have been mysteriously disappearing. What does this say
about our law school ~
Have we finally reached such national prominence that the
rumors of cut-throat competition have actually become a sordid
reality? If this is true, then perhaps we had better rethink the merits
of national prominence. I, however, do not think that a rise to excellence must necessarily be accompanied by a student body that
resorts to theft or sabotage to further their own ends.
My personal theory is that someone has lounged around for an
entire semester and has stolen the work of another to comfort them as
they begin to panic as the end time draws near. While I do not think
this either justifies or mitigates the sordid deed I do find this motive
infinitely more appealing than someone who is seeking the competitive edge or who has visions of the National Moot Court team
dancing in their demented head .
But more damaging than either the deviation that will occur in
the grading curve if the stolen research does indeed aid the thief or
the cost to replace reporters that have had cases torn out of them; is
the harm done to faith in the integrity of fellow students. It is a shame
to have to have someone guard your books when you have to use the
restroom in the library, or as an alternative to pack your books up to
take them with you.
In these days of impending exam doom it does little to engender
the kinship of spirit that is possible between students striving for a
mutual end to know that one, if not more, of our number is a thief.
And finally to you, the thief of Marshall-Wythe, was it worth
selling your integrity as a person for the few citations that you
received~ May your own forty pieces of silver weigh heavily on your
mind.
R.B.
away on shelves where they
don't belong or in rarely used
areas of the library.
" That practice," Edmonds
said, " is not only discourteous,
but also feeds on itself because
students who have difficulty
finding materials may be
tempted to put them back in an
equally difficult place for the
next student to locate them. "
To combat the problem ,
Edmonds said student library
assistants are required to " read
the shelves" looking for
misplaced books.
Edmonds said students should
not leave important materials on
tables or in carrels because
many people are using the
library and spending more time
in the buiiding. This creates
more
opportunities
for
"outlines, notes and briefs to
walk away."
Pagan said he regrets the
apparent thefts because he
always considered the MarshallWythe School of Law as a
pleasant place to attend school.
He said such incidents were
commonplace at Harvard but
are out of character with
Marshall-Wythe.
"1 hope the acts are oemg aone
by one desperate person because
I don't like asperSions being C?st
over the entire student body,"

Pagan said.
Professor Frederick Schauer
said that to the best of his
knowledge no similar incidents
occurred - last year when he
taught Appellate Advocacy .
With reports of missing
materials filtering through the
student body, Legal Writing
Professor Elizabeth Schmidt
decided to tighten security
procedures for first year
students' writing assignments.
Schmidt said students are now
required to personally hand
their rough drafts to teaching
assistants rather than leaving
them in an envelope on a door-or
in a box in the library. She said
that rumors had circulated that
a number of first year students
had lost rough drafts this
semester, but added that the
rumors were not true.
by Sally Steel

Editor's Note:
After this article had been
submitted a fourth theft of Brief
materials for the Appelate
Advocacy course came to light.
Last week a notebook containing
a rough draft of the brief. and
materials for another paper
disappeared from the carrel
where Gordon Coplan d was
working. The materials have not
yet been recovered.

SBA News and Views

This is the last Advocate of the
semester and so is the last
during my term as SBA
President. I will graduate in
December, but will take the Bar
'review course here in January
and February so I'll still be
around. The revised Constitution
is now posted for your notice and
comments . This five-page
document is the culmination of
many hours of work by many
. people. It is possible that we
missed something somewhere
along the way, and if you think
we did, tell us about it. The
suggesstion box in the SBA office
will be the collection point for
comments and criticisms. All

suggestiens will be considered
before a final copy is presented
for ratification.
BaSically
this
' new
constitution' is a streamlined
version of the old one, with the
addition of some specificity in
places that were impossible to
understand without it. We think
_ this is a much more workable
document, with enough clarity to
provide 'guidelines, but with
vagueness in places that need to
be flexible.
Some of the 'major changes
include: giving the Judicial
Council complete control over
SBA elections, referenda, and
petitions; providing for recall

elections for all elected and
appointed officials; and moving
SBA general elections from
January to March.
Our time table now cails
for ' ten days of 'notice
and
comment' ,
followed
by a meeting to discuss possible
changes.. and then a posting of
the final draft. Voting for
ratification will be held during
the first week of classes in
January.
Please take a few minutes
from studying to read over this
constitution so that you can
make an informed decision to
ratify.
by Larry Willis
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Sports Profile:

Rick O'Keeffe
By popular demand, the
ubject of this week's .. ports
Profile" is the one student who
more than any other member of
the Marshall-Wythe community
is known for his involvement in
athletics. That person 'i none
other than the friendly, witty
and talented Rick O·Keeffe. If it
can honestly be said of any man
that he lives solely for ports.,
that man is the effervescent
third-year intramural superstar
and former Advocate sports
Editor who we spotlight in 1981 's
final look at the scholar-athlete
in law school.
According
to
O' Keeffe,
"sports is the major reason I
came to law school. " It seems
that the muscular, 6'2' , 195pound graduate of UVA was
tired of sneaking into gyms and
falsifying his identification in
order to gain access to collegiate
facilities
after
leaving
Charlottesville. Without
question, Rick is well adapted to
the country-club setting of
William and Mary complete with
its tennis courts, saunas, weightrooms, gyms, etc. all included
for the price of tuition. And, Rick
O'Keeffe is a man who believes
in getting his money's worth.
Every day of his life begins
and
ends
with
athletic
involvement. Early mornings
find him either playing tennis
with last issue's profilee, Steve
Givando-Cline , or shooting
baskets in Blow Gym with an

a sortment
of
dedicated
Marshall-Wythe hoopsters. He
also lifts weights regularly and
is known for his daily regimen of
:?flO sit,ups.
eedless to say,
O'Keeffe is on as many
intramural teams as anyone
student is eligible for (maybe
more! ).
Although most of us have seen
Rick playing just about every
sport that intramurals has to
offer, few of us have seen him
enjoying his favorite sport of
all-snow skiing. For Rick
O'Keeffe skiing is the ultimate
experience in sports, and indeed,
life itself. As O'Keeffe jokingly
told The Advocate during a
spiri ted interview, skiing is
'· ... better than sex, drugs and
rock 'n roll put together! " His
fmest moment in sports was
skiing on three feet of fresh
powder on the last day of the
season
at
Aspen.
This
experience was so exhilirating
that Rick recalls feeling a
heightened sense of awareness
and well-being.
Despite Rick' s widespread
popularity, his tenure at the law
school has not been without
controversy. He resigned from
his post as Sports Editor of this
paper last spring in the
aftermath of the now famous
"Stickrnan Fiasco." O'Keeffe
felt that his petition, signed by a
majority of the law school, on
behalf of the beleaguered comic
strip received unfair treatment

Alumni Inducted Into Coif
This year's homecoming
included an unusual event at the
law school: the induction into the
'Order of the Coif of 28 law
graduates from the classes of
1979 and 1980. Though the
MarshaU-Wythe chapter of the
Coif was chartered only on April
24 , 1981, the post-graduate
inductions
were
possible
because of a special provision in
the ational Constitution of the
Order of the Coif. The'
constitution permits a newly
crea ted chapter to induct
members from post graduates
whose graduation dates fall
within two years of the date of
the new chapter's charter.
Membership in the Order of
the Coif is e,quivalent to
undergraduate membership in
Phi Beta Kappa since the Coif is
an honorary society created to
recognize superior academic
performance. The classes of 1979

and 1980 each had 14 members
inducted, all of whom met
the high academic standards of
the Coif of their class years.
Local chapters may elect no
more than ten per cent of the
members of a given class.
Chapters may also elect
members of the faculty to the
Order on the basis of "qualities
of scholarship consistent with
the objectives of the Order. "
Twelve members of MarshallWythe's current faculty were
inducted at the November 7
ceremony.
Two alumni of MarshallWythe were tapped as honorary
members during the ceremony:
R. Harvey Campbell and Florian
Bartosic. Mr. Barlosic is Dean of
the University of California Law
School at Davis and had been
first in his class at MarshallWythe and editor of the William
and Mary Law Review.

from the "Death to Stickman"
forces who carried the day. As
Sports Editor, O'Keeffe blamed
student apathy for the lack of
contributions to copy which
resulted in his writing primarily
about himself and his friends .
evertheless, Rick is not bitter
and sWl reads The Advocate, in
addition to occasional ghostwriting
even
without
"Stickman. "
Many of our readers were
curious to know how such a
devotion to sports might affect a
married couples' relationship.
As one who never believed in
skirting the tough issues, this
writer elicited the follcwing
response from O'Keeffe about
his number one fan and atheltic
booster, Pat. O'Keeffe; " If she
weren' t a Redskin 's fan, I
wouldn't have married her! "
Of course there is much more
to Rick O'Keeffee than the
limited space of this article
allows us to relate. For example,
there is his fanatical worship of
the sun which compels him to
catch rays between classes and
on clear sunny, winter days.
Then there is his passion for
friendly sports .wagering or his
determinatiorr to practice law as
long as it does not interfere with
his skiing. For these and other
fascinating insights go straight
to the source and ask a
sportsman who is never without
something to say:
Rick
O'Keeffe.

Rick O'Keeffe displaying one ~ his many entertaining

Proliferation, 3 Man 1M Champs
In what surely must be a
preview of coming attractions,
Proliferation ' s three-man
basketball team won the college
championship, defeating MOA
'15-9. Tom Jackson, Ernie Riegel
and John McGavin -made up the
squad
which
winning
represented the defending 5-man
champions. Proliferation, the
pride of Marshall-Wythe, is
favored to win it all again this

year.
The game was by no means a
"cakewalk" for the talented trio.
Proliferation found themselves
down by five points before
hltting their first basket.
Nevertheless, they battled back
to post the six point victory. The
big win followed earlier playoff
victories over Gold and The
Ebony Hoppers.

the FEAR of

Supreme Court
Continued from page one
Jersey
Constitution.
But
Princeton argues that granting
such rights as a matter of state
law infringes Princeton's
federal constitutional rights of
freedom
of
speecp
in
determining who shall speak on
its facilities, as well as parallel
rights of academic freedom.
Were it not for Princeton's
status as an educational
institution, this case would be
controlled . by
Pruneyard
Shopping Center v. Robins, 447
. U.S. - (1980). The Court is
therefore likely to have to decide
whether universities have free
speech rights to control the use
of their facilities, rights
possessed by newspapers but not
by shopping center owners. And
in doing so the Court may also
have to give more definitive
guidance then now exists as to
whether there is a right to
academic freedom separate and
apart from normal free speech
rights.

FAILING
can be more devastating than failing. As a fIrst step towa~ds extricating yourself from the clutches of
fear, send for a copy of DOES FAIL-

ING MAKE ME A FAILURE???
. $3.00 (in NJ $3.15) payable to

WCTD.
SPECIAL REQUEST-If you know someone
who has failed a bar exam, please ask him or
her to contact:

WCTD Publishers
PO Box 1783
Newark, NJ 07101 '
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Homecoming, 1981
Law Association Presents
Portrait of Woodbridge
At the Alumni Meeting held
ovember 7, 1981 , a portrait of
Dean
Dudley
Warner
Woodbridge was presented to
the chool by the William and
Mary Law Alumni Association .
Julia
Oxreider ,
Dean
Wood br i dge ' s da u gh ter ,
un eiled the portrait with
Robert Stackhouse of orfolk,
the President of the William and
Mary Law School Association .

The William and Mary Law
School Association has been a
strong support group for the
choo!. Through its annual
giving
campaign,
the
Association has raised money
for the law library, faculty
research, scholarships, and even
for orne of the rugs in the lobby
of the new law school. Dean
Woodbridge's portrait is the
latest in a long line of gifts to the

school.
In an accompanying story,
Julia Oxreider , the Dean's
daughter, gives some indication
of the caliber of man the Law
School Association has chosen to
honor and remember. It is fitting
that a man who did so much for
Mar hall-Wythe should be the
subject of a gift from an group
who continues to aid the school
today.

Dudley Warner Woodbridge, Professor,
Dean, and Hunlanitarian

Any reasonable man, woman
or child would readily concede to
the cientific fact that there are
twenty four hour to a day _
However, reasonable people are
oflen prejudiced by their own
experiences and emotions .
There are people who would
practically swear on a stack of
Bible that Professor Dudley
Warner Woodbridge somehow
did have a day of more than
twenty four hours . For how else
could he havp led such a full life,
affecting the lives of so many
others?
Th first to attest to such an
astronomical
impossibility
would be the children. They took
him into their world of fun and
fantasy a they would no other
adult. One lady recalls that he
did so much for her and her
peers that it seemed he existed
solely for their convenience and
entertainment. To be sure, the
young people all knew he was an
unporlant person at the Law
School. but, at lea t while they
were till of grade school age,

they had the idea that he
performed those duties only
when he wasn't busy with them .
Recalling Dean Woodbridge,
one woman commented, " When
you consider all the other
children he was also spending
time with, it's a wonder he got
anything done at work ." But Mr.
Woodbridge did get something
done at work. In fact, he did his
job so well that he was
nominated a
one of the
country 's outstanding professors
in 1950. His students described
him in such a way to reporters
that the opening line of the
caption in "Life" ( international
edition, Ocl. 23,1950, p. 47 ) is " A
normal work-day for William
and Mary 's Woodbridge is 15 or
16 hours." The e students never
knew about Mr . Woodbridge's
interest in younger children, and
yet their own experience must
have demonstrated time and
time again that somehow hi da y

SBA R eceptio n a Great
The
. B . A .- ponsored
Homecoming reception held
ovember 7th was both a social
and financial success. Over four
hundred students , faculty ,
alumni and guests attended the
event, which took place after the
Har va rd-William and Mary
football game . The spread
prepared to feed the hungry
football-watchers included crab
legs , ham, cheeses, barbecue
and more. An open bar was also
provided .
Despite
the
extravagance,
the S.B.A.
treasury was not depleted by the
event. The doubling of ticket
prices this year, which had
virtually
no
effect
on
attendance, covered the cost of
the event.
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Thanks should be given to all
tho e who contributed their time
and effort to pull off this major
affair without a hitch . The
S.B.A. would like to specially
thank Brenda Hart, Alumni
Cha irperson ,
and
Leigh
Fulwood, who heads the Social
Committee. Finally. the .B.A.

did extend lor more than twentyfour hours.
However much thE! law
students felt the name of Dudley
Warner Woodbridge to be
synonymous with the MarshallWythe School of Law, the Dean
loved the College as a whole and
up ported it well with his time,
talents ,
and
monetary
contributions. He erved on the
Publications Committee for
many year . He stayed up late
counties nights advising lh
Discipline Committee and the
Honor council. Even tho\lgh he
was not a member of any
church, he was chosen to be the
advisor to the Student Religious
nion. During the war ye.ars he
assisted those students who were
preparing for certain Army and
avy programs . During th
thirty-nine years of his c:areer,
there were undoubtedly times
when he disagreed with t.-ertain
administrative policies. Yet, not

Su ccess
Purple Heart goes to Acie Allen,
the hero of the day, who was
wounded in action while hel ping
to set up. In a freak accident
Involving a service ellevator
door, this courageous individua l
risked his life (or at least his
right hand ) in service to the
.B.A.
by Dan Ca ano

only did he remain loyal but he
counseled those whose actions
might have been interpreted as
being detrimental to the college.
Dean Woodbridge was known
as well in the greater
Williamsburg community as in
the College. If a child broke her
leg, it was he who wrote stories
for her amusement and visited
her daily so she wouldn't get
behind in chool. When young
people were experiencing
difficulty in algebra or Latin,
th y turned to him for tutoring.
If a poor farmer wanted
assistance with his income tax,
h called on Mr. Woodbridge ;
payment
was
nominal ,
consi ting perhap
of a

coathanger fancied up a bit With
croch ling by the man' wife. If
an elderly neighbor had snow on
her teps and sidewalk, again it
wa Mr . Woodbridge who did the
shoveling.
Life wa truly rich for 1.r.
Woodb ri dge. and \\ hene er
Ih r
wa a.n opportunit to
make !if a little bit r ich r for
m ne el e, he ized it. He
always had th lim . Perhap ,
just perhaps, his day did con ist
of more than th pre cribed
number of hour . After all , if
anybody was going to ha e a
magic day, It might a well be
Dean Woodbridge.
by J ulia 0 rieder
Reprinted from The olonia.1
La.w,)'er. Vol. 8, pnng 1978, by
permi ion of the author
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SMART INDIANS KNOW
WHERE TO TRADE
10% DISCOUNT
SHOW YOUR STUDENT 10 AND RECEIVE
10% DISCOUNT ON EVERY PURCHASE

NATIONAl BARBER SHOP. STYLING SAlON----..

Men's Hair Styling
Specialist
f-our Styli sts
ApPOint ments ar e A ccepted
Merc h ants Square In the Arcade
(Bet w een Basilln RobbIns & Cheese S hop)

418 Princ. Geo,g. St,. . ,

2'29· 9039

14K GOLD
STERLING SILVER
GEMSTONES. PENDANTS. & EARRINGS

IOOIHOUSE

ask for uLOCAL LAB" .
and we'll develop your
Kodacolor pictures in one
day at these prices ..
12 ex Kodacolor 3Smm & 110
24 ex Kodacolor 35mm & 110
36 ex Kodacolor 35mm & 110

2.99
5.33
7.65

And ... 10% OFF with Student 1.0 .

........ Out ot-.......

BOOKS
209-1 ~ IOUNOAItY
(Behind KitcMn Cupboard)
Tues.-Fri. lG-4. Sot. 1~2

FRATaNITY JEWELRY - WATCH' JEWELRY REPAIR
43 1 PRINCE GE<»GE STREET

Massey·s Crun ra Shop
447 PRINCE GEOIGE STlEIl
MEICHANTS SQUAJlE • PHONE 229-3111

